Project Plait is an initiative to combine Food & Dance to create an
integrated theatrical and gastronomic experience that’s the first of
its kind in Singapore.
Dancer & choreographer Naomi Tan collaborates with
Chef Nixon Low to create a fresh experience that debunks the tired
dinner-and-a-show package by bringing quality food and
contemporary dance together in the same space. Both the dance
and food complement each other and tell a story together.
Abolishing the barrier of the stage, the dance happens close to and
among diners. Guests are guided through the experience and
perhaps even play active roles in experiencing the food and dance.
Since 2015, Project Plait has created and performed several
different works. In 2017 & 2018, Project Plait’s events were among
the featured events of the annual Singapore Food Festival organised
by Singapore Tourism Board. 2017 also saw us opening our events
for group and corporate bookings.

Tables and chairs are typically arranged in a large square, with guests seated around a “performance area” where the
dance works would be performed.
Diners could expect a fine dining style, multi-course surprise menu to be served, alternating with short dance works
performed throughout the evening. The entire group of diners would progress through the evening’s programme
together- after everyone is seated, the first dance will begin, and after that, the first course of the menu would be
served. After everyone has finished and plates have been cleared, the second dance would commence, and so on.
Project Plait’s food-&-dance events typically last between 2 to 2.5 hours.

• Ideal for company events like celebrations or networking
sessions
• Flexibility to accommodate a range of budgets, venues and
group sizes
(more details below)
• Choose between different and distinct past performances to
be re-staged for your private event
• Open to customisations and adaptations
(such as arranging for a cocktail reception before the main
event, or incorporating a certain theme/message into the
performance)

Staging cost
SGD 2500
Venue cost
~option~
Caldwell House Alcove @ CHIJMES
(Project Plait preferred venue)

Alternative venue
(open to suggestion)

SGD 1650

*This could be a venue you already have access to e.g. a space
within your company’s office compound

Number of pax (group size)
Ideal group size: 30 - 45 pax
* Max capacity for Caldwell House Alcove: 45 pax
*For smaller/bigger groups, we are open to discussion of available options
Food & Menu cost
~option~
4-course menu

5-course menu

SGD 130 per pax

SGD 150 per pax
*Based on min 30 pax
*Vegetarian and Halal options available
Premium options/add-ons
~optional~

Photographer

Wine pairing

SGD 150/hour

Price negotiable

*min: 2 hours
*recommended: 3 hours

Cardinal Sins
The seven deadly sins
are re-imagined as
Food & Dance.
A visually-arresting,
thematic and
sophisticated
performance sure to
indulge your guests.

The Daily Grind
Follow the day of a typical office
worker through Food & Dance.
Let the dance introduce a little bit
of wonder and humour into our
daily urban routines, while the
inventive menu takes you through
the different meals of the day.
Not everything is as it seems,
however, and our specially curated
menu may look like one thing, but
taste like another!

Inheritance
Inspired by our local traditions,
Inheritance imagines a future
dystopian Singapore in which
our unique identity has been
lost.
Join us as we journey back to
the present and reclaim our lost
traditions.

We could explore a range of options to suit your needs. Get in touch with us today!

Website:

Phone:

Email:

https://www.projectplait.com

97457626

projectplait@hotmail.com

